In [2] (and earlier in [3]), we defined several global communication tasks (universal exchange, universal broadcast, universal 
Proof. Each element ij a travels on a path (task graph) ij T from i to j . Since the graph is vertex symmetric, the total length of these paths from a single vertex is at least ∑ k n k and that means that all these transfers occupy at least
If we could use all Pd edges at once on each time step, we would achieve a time equal to
Problems achieving the optimum value. In order to give an actual value for the transpose, we have to produce a communication graph, a schedule that lists for each time which edges transfer which data. This was discussed in [2, Definitions 2.2 and 2.13]. In the case of transpose, this is a collection of directed paths ij T in G for each ordered pair of vertices with the properties that the times increase on each ij T and no edge is labeled twice with the same time. (Note that this can also be thought of as embedding the complete directed graph into G .) If we want to achieve ) (G θ , the paths ij T must be nearly the shortest paths from i to j . (There is a bit of leeway in the case where ) (G θ has been rounded up.) One problem is that any collection of shortest paths might have some edges represented more often than others. Another problem is that shortest paths from one vertex might conflict with shortest paths from another vertex. We discuss these problems one at a time. 
Paths without conflicts. Suppose that
Remark. Since we have forced each occurrence of the generator δ to have a different time, the time that we obtain for transpose in this way is at least as great as
What is not clear is whether there is any provable relationship between the regular bound and the optimal transpose. The ideal situation would be if each generator appears roughly the same number of times in the optimal W but often that cannot be arranged without increasing the average size of the words in W beyond the average diameter. There is no obvious reason why the regular bound is a lower bound on the time for a transpose on G because there is no necessity for times to be consistently associated with generators throughout the graph so the same time could appear twice on the same generator in the paths from a fixed vertex to the other vertices. In addition, for ) (G ψ to be the maximum time in the labeling, every time must be assigned to one of the occurrences of the generator that appears most often. This might not be possible.
Spanning factorizations. The difficulty in routing on vertex symmetric graphs that are not Cayley graphs is the failure to be able to label edges with specific generators. As an example, the problem is seen in the Petersen graph [7] that is vertex symmetric but cannot be represented as a Cayley graph. We now discuss a possible solution to this problem. This section is taken from [1] . A 1-factor of a directed graph G is a subgraph with both in-degree and out-degree equal to 1. (Some authors have called this a 2-factor. Our definition seems more consistent with the notation in undirected graphs. For example, if the edges are all bi-directional and the factor is a union of 2-cycles, then this would be an ordinary 1-factor in an undirected graph.) It is known (Petersen 1891, see [7] ) that every regular directed graph with in-degree and out-degree d has a 1-factoring with d 1-factors. For completeness, we give the proof here. 
Schedules.
A schedule associated with a factorization is an assignment of a time (a label) to each occurrence of each factor in the words of W such that no time is assigned more than once to a particular factor and times assigned to the factors in a single word are increasing. The time of a schedule is the largest time assigned to any of the factors. If T is the total time, the schedule can be thought of as a T d × array where each row corresponds to a factor and an entry in that row indicates which occurrence of that factor has been assigned the corresponding time. An entry in a row in the array can be empty indicating no occurrence of that factor has been assigned the given time. The power of a spanning factorization lies in the fact that a schedule can be used to describe an algorithm for conflict free global exchange of information between the vertices of the graph. There are some additional properties that a spanning factorization might have.
Definition. We say a spanning factorization is balanced if each factor appears nearly as often in the schedule as any other. We say the factorization is short if the average number of times a factor appears is the same as the theoretical lower bound θ based on the average distance between any two vertices and the number of edges. We say the factorization is optimal if it is short and balanced.
A schedule Σ is minimum for a spanning factorization, if it has time ) (Σ τ equal to the theoretical minimum time for the factorization based on maximum number of times a factor appears. In mathematical terms, we can write
N is the number of times the distance between two vertices is k and D is the diameter;
Note that these parameters are ordered
Creation of schedules for spanning factorizations are discussed in [6] , where the following is proven.
Fact 2. Every diameter two spanning factorization has a minimum schedule unless the max belongs to a factor i F which is not in a word of length one and is entirely absent in words of length two in one position, either first or second. In that case, the shortest time for any schedule is one more than the theoretical minimum.
Theorem 4. Every Cayley graph has a short factorization.
Proof. This is a sketch. Take a tree 1 T of shortest paths from the identity of the group. The factors consist of all the edges labeled with a specific generator. The words are just the paths in 1 T , so the factorization is short.
Question 2. Does every vertex symmetric graph have a factorization or even a short factorization?
Graphs of diameter 2 with a spanning factorization. There is one type of graph for which we can always construct an optimal transpose. 
Proof. To prove this theorem, we need to show that we can find a schedule with
n is the number of vertices in the 2 layer, then
and the hypothesis says that the total number of times any generator appears is as close to the average as possible. In order to construct the schedule, we appeal to Corollary 4 in [6] . Here a generator is called a machine and a word is called a job and each generator appearing as an i x is called a type 1 step and each generator appearing as a i y is called a type 2 step. [6] 
Corollary 4 (from
Since every machine is assigned one job with a single step (the members of the 1 layer), the exclusivity condition is satisfied so the hypotheses hold and the theorem guarantees the existence of the required schedule.
In addition, a ccorollary of Theorem 1 in [6] yields a more general statement. 
Comparing transpose on two networks with different parameters. For this comparison, we need to make some model assumptions. We investigated this previously in [5] with different model assumptions. Here we create a simple model problem utilizing a transpose. The idea is that we want to compare different network architectures with the same overall cost and use the running time of a model algorithm as a way to evaluate the architecture.
First, we examine the costs. We make the simplifying assumption that memory costs are the same between architectures and only depend on the problem size. We consider only two costs, one for the processors and one for the network. We let the cost of a processor be p C . For the network, we assume that cost does not depend upon how many wires are connected to a processing node but only to the overall number of wires in the network. We let the cost of one wire be w C . 
Our algorithm is then the iterative algorithm with M iterations given by
We assume that the CPU time for this algorithm has the form ) (N NMα for some function α that represents the running time of f . We make a simple assumption that the CPU time scales with the number of processors so that the CPU time with P processors is then
Given the P processors and a network G , we distribute the columns of A with P N / columns in each processor. To form the transpose, each processor must send P N / rows from these columns to every other processor. This means the network must send We can optimistically estimate τ by using ideal numbers. In the discussion, we can assume that D is the average diameter of the network, that is, the sum P kn k / . Assuming both networks satisfy this constraint, the one with the largest number of processors is the better one.
Summary.
We have discussed transpose on vertex symmetric networks. We have provided a method to compare the efficiency of transpose schemes on two different networks with a cost function based on the number processors and wires needed to complete a given algorithm in a given time.
